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 THE ADVENTURE OF READING 

The adventure of reading is a project of adult education funded
by the Erasmus + program calls within Strategic Partnerships, in 
which Galician, Portuguese and Italian entities partecipate from 
October 2015 to September 2017.
It’s a strategy for the development of capabilities of adults, like 
educators to promote reading, promote reading habits through 
creative approaches for the cultural dynamization, and to 
promote multilinguistic and cultural interaction. We are seeking 
to create an integral methodology that’s innovative, practical 
and transferable to any context and social realism, for the 
animation of reading through diverse activities:  study and 
identification of good practices in the three countries, the 
experimentation with methods and activities during the 
execution of local initiatives, online tutorials and an exhaustive 
evaluation process of all of these measures. Two intellectual 

products will be prepared and disseminated, as a result of this 
process: a methodological guide for promotion of reading habits 
and animated reading; and a compilation of didactic and creative
guides of selected readings: analysis and activities proposal for 
its dynamization. These guides can be useful for a number of 
collective professionals: professors and educators, cultural 
programmers and technicians, editors, booksellers, librarians, 
students, storytellers and oral narrators, and other interested 
persons... 
The entire project of the conviction of the importance of 
integrating four thematic axis that always work in an isolated 
way when speaking of animation of the reading: a) the 
importance of the tradition and oral narration; b) the need for 
updated and trained mediators; c) the importance of creating 
new (and unconventional) spaces / scenarios / methods for 
animating the reading through creative, artistic and 
participatory approaches; d) the needs to count on an ample, 
diverse and rich literary repertoire. Our challenge and mission is 
to articulate a methodology which satisfies all of these elements 
in a coherent, rigorous, integral, didactic way and, at the same 
time, is transferable and susceptible to introduction and use in 
any context of social and/or cultural reality. 
For them, three European organization which work in the 
animation of reading/literature through different approaches 
(tradition and oral narration; theatre and resource creation; 
mediation for reading/literature animation) and with local and 
diverse realities and backgrounds (rural sphere, semiurban and 
urban) will share their knowledge and experiences with their 
respective local and transnational partners to create and test 
new approaches and innovative methods for the promotion of the
habitual reader. 
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 WHO ARE WE?

La Corte della Carta is a cultural association, an artistic 
laboratory and workshop of ideas that was created to investigate 
the "material paper" in art, craft, theater and educational 
courses. 
Our Association  was born in Milan in 2008, we have been working
with libraries, schools, play areas, communities and other 
associations and cooperatives of “Lombardia” region. We operate
through animations, shows and workshops.
Among our members  there are librarians, atelieristas, teachers 
and actors .
We chose to call our association La “Corte” della “Carta” because

in a “courtyard” we can share space and expertise, the 
"courtiers-inhabitants" can tell and share moments through 
playful, creatives and theater  workshops,  in order to 
experiment  the flexibility  of the paper material and the skills of
all the members.
The choice of “paper” come out  from the characteristics of a 
material  poor and rich at the same time.  This  material  is 
accessible to all, in a small town such us in a big city. In that way 
we can preserve and keep a tradition that in a big city like Milan 
is going to disapper. Paper  allows us a manipulation that leads to
the creation of  art and crafts, it allows us to play, and to save 
the playtime. 
In the paper are hidden stories that can be told and read to 
someone, or even staged. Paper  hides objects ready to become 
characters. The puppet theater  is an important area of research 
for the members of the Corte. We were trained in many different
seminars, in particular attending at the school of Sipario d’Orba, 
with  Teatro del Corvo, Natale Panaro, Bruno Leone, Tinin 
Mantegazza, Albert Bagnò  and Gigi Gherzi with Il teatro degli 
Incontri. Then we met Peter Schumann's Bread and Puppet. 
During all these meetings it was born our love for the “simple” 
materials used as "storyteller”.
Pedagogy, art and crafts are areas of research that we want to 
investigate and to experiment, sharing and contaminating people 
we meet in countries and cities where we live and go.
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La APDP - Associação Para o Desenvolvimento de Pitões – was 
created in February of 2015 and was born from the necessity to 
promote and develop projects aimed at the preservation of the 
local intangible heritage. The APDP aims to promote the culture 
of the country of Pitoes, motivating and involving the inhabitants.
At the same time, it pretends to develop infrastructure adapted 
to the characteristics of the population and the events to be 
created.
The population of Pitoes have their own characteristics, resulting
from their geographical location. 
Pitoes das Junias is located at 1200 mt height, in the Far North of
Portugal, within the Natonal Park Peneda-Geres, in the 
municipality of Montalegre, Borroso, province of Tras-os-Montes. 
In addition, the climate is very hard in winter and the consequent
emigration leaded to the population decline. 
It dates back to the IX and XI, analogous to the origin of the 
monastery of Santa Maria das Júnias.
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Xandobela educación e cultura, is an initiative of Non-Formal 
Education and Socio Cultural Dynamization born in 2005 in 
Compostela, with a universal vocation based on Galician reality. 
We deal with the “old” areas of culture and the relationship 
between people, encouraging an integrating, creative and ludic 
attitude. We grew up with Galician associations, with experience 
in voluntary socio cultural  work in varied  collective and 

programs, and with an extensive training in Education, Social 
Education, Socio Cultural Animation and Organization of activities
for leisure.
In addition  to the goals inherent in every project we developed 
concretely, there are some principles of common and decisive 
intervention, characteristic of the philosophy of work and the 
educational purpose we seek.

o In life: the culture of the peace, co-education, 
ecology, solidarity, intercultural understanding, non 
violence, participatory culture.

o In the country: the compromise to make Galician 
culture and convey our intangible cultural heritage, 
especially through language.

o In person: individual and group self-esteem through 
creativity and constructivism in opposition to 
consumerism, returning real prominence to the 
citizens.

o In the educational action: boosting critical, active 
and creative participation of the people, proximity 
and adaptability of our interventions.

Especially, we promote reading, literature, language, culture, 
heritage, arts, game... alternating its  playful, expressive and 
creative potential, and combining enjoyment with learning and 
with the cultural divulgation. We developed a lot of projects 
during these years, coming to specialize in drawing up innovative,
participatory and creative projects. From time to time, we 
created proprias formulas methodological, simple but highly 
effective in finding goals that each project pursues. .
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 FEATURES OF THIS GUIDE
This methodological guide is intended to be a helpful and practical tool bringing together the conclusions and learning skills 

acquired as a result of a project called The Adventure of Reading. Designed to play a didactic, educational and stimulating role, this 
guide is based on experience as well as strategies and methods that have been tried and tested in practice. The aim is for any 
organisation or person to be able to adapt it to provide reading and creative spaces, applying it creatively so that such spaces can be 
used and enjoyed by children, teenagers and families in a simple, affordable way.

This guide was designed with the following characteristics in mind:

● Practical: This educational material only makes sense through practice, which means that it will only be useful if used in 
combination with the guidelines, advice and recommendations it contains.

● Well-founded: All of the methodological guidelines have been tested and assessed from a practical point of view and are 
supported by the existing theory in this field.

● Unifying: This guide brings together various contents related to the promotion of reading that are often tackled in an isolated 
and disjointed manner.

● Flexible and adaptable: Users will use the guide according to their needs and experiences.
● Motivating and guiding: It is not intended to set hard-and-fast rules nor does it give magic recipes. The aim is to motivate 

users to apply, explore and adapt the suggested guidelines.
● Open-ended: Once implemented, the methodological guidelines can be reinvented, adapted, expanded, etc.
● Structured and dynamic: The contents of the guide are organised in such a way as to ensure that it is intuitive and easy to use.

It is divided into four main sections covering topics such as what reading promotion is, how to encourage reading, which 
literature resources can be used and where reading can be promoted. Links (highlighted in colour or marked with a symbol     ) 
contribute to make this guide dynamic and effective.
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  ONCE UPON A TIME  
  THERE WAS... READING  
  PROMOTION
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 WHAT IS READING PROMOTION?

A little research into the subject will reveal many different definitions of reading promotion.

There is some agreement that the main aim of reading promotion is obviously to encourage people to read. Or, even better, to 
encourage people to choose to read, enjoy reading and go on to acquire the habit of reading. This preliminary approach to the 
subject leads us to two of the most important concepts when it comes to providing an accurate definition of reading promotion: the 
individual freedom to decide to read and the need for continuity in order to create a real habit. Therefore, reading promotion is the 
motivating process that leads somebody who does not read to do so and to do it freely and on a regular basis.

“It’s sharing my passion for books with young children so that they too can enjoy the wonderful

experience of reading and benefit from it.”
 Gracia Iglesias 

It’s about “winning over ‘unlikely’ readers. 
 Gorete Afonso 

“Considering how little people read of late, it’s a bit of heroics.”
 Damiano Giambelli 

“It’s spreading enthusiasm and curiosity to discover what is in the books.”
 Paula Carballeira 
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“Promoting a taste and a love for books and reading. I think it’s extremely important both for 
children and adults, since it can help awaken curiosity, stimulate the imagination and, in short, 

spread the passion for books and reading.”
 Flor Divina Fernández 
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It is an educational process and as such seeks to transform: nobody is born a reader, we become people who read. But reading 
is by no means easy. Quite the opposite in fact: it is a complex action requiring previous knowledge and high motivation.

Reading promotion involves a number of techniques, resources, tools, procedures, activities, etc., that bring literature closer 
to people in a creative, playful and enjoyable manner with a view to spreading enthusiasm for reading and developing reading habits.

This set of ideas concerning reading promotion is completed by a common denominator underlining the positive values of 
reading:

“I think it’s crucial to spread all of this in order to build a sounder society. Intellectual training, broadening our 
worldview and improving the ability to express ourselves, as well as sharing collective experiences related to books 
and reading, will help rid us of impoverishing dynamics that stunt our creativity and individual potential.”

 Paula Carballeira 

“Reading heightens the imagination and critical thinking. In a word, it enriches us and makes us better people.”
 Massimo Zerbeloni 

“Reading provides you with critical and self-critical tools that are very important to grow up. It’s a seed that has to 
be planted early before the soil hardens.”

 Matteo Gubellini 

“Not only does reading open your mind and broaden your knowledge, it provides you with tools and examples of 
communication that would be poorer without it and restricted to the uniform models promoted and imposed by the 
media and schools.”

 Damiano Giambelli 
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“It’s to stimulate a love for books and reading, in such a way that this is not an end in itself but a starting point 
leading to many other things. It broadens your worldview, it fosters empathy, imagination and the ability to 
express yourself both orally and in writing.”

 Eva Mejuto 
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 SINGING, TELLING AND LISTENING: ORALITY AS A FIRST
          STEP TOWARDS READING

LEARNING TO LISTEN 

In today’s world oral storytelling is kept alive professionally and publicly by storytellers, plays and narrators who present 
and/or represent works from the folk tradition or by certain writers, bringing literature (and perhaps also reading) closer to the 
public. But here we shall focus on private storytelling, the orality that occurs within young children’s immediate environment, namely
the family and later on the school. The family is the setting where children discover the spoken word and experience listening as an 
initial literary experience in their first months of life. Indeed, even before they learn to read, children acquire an education in 
literature through listening to oral literature (songs, games, etc.) and later on stories. The wider, more meaningful, affectionate and 
empathic this pre-reading literary experience is, the more likely it will be for children to acquire reading habits in the future.
The orality expressing and recounting children’s immediate reality strengthens the bonds and motivation leading to the fantasy, 
abstraction and reflection typically associated with reading on one’s own. It helps us understand the world around us. Learning to 
listen stimulates the pleasure of listening and the ability to choose what we wish to focus on, as well as boosting concentration, 
curiosity and imagination while sharing a special moment between those who talk and those who listen...

A written text can be made to come alive through voice and gestures, breathing life into books that can then be used as tools 
for reading aloud in front of an audience. In this way, the social nature of the oral tradition can be preserved. When read out aloud, a
book can also be recorded to become an audiobook, giving rise to audio tales.

Above all, however, we have at our disposal a vast literary heritage that has been passed down from generation to generation 
by word of mouth, an oral, traditional folk literature which, we believe, must be discovered and fostered from an early age: tales, 
songs, nursery rhymes, tongue twisters, etc. are all excellent tools to introduce children to orality and lead them on towards reading.

Sometimes we fail to realise the enormous value of oral literature, the long, unbroken chain of oral transmission which has 
passed down popular literature generation after generation in an unplanned manner, preserving it and keeping it alive. If it has 
survived the strains of time and memory, it is because people see oral literature as an important and useful part of their lives.
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We couldn’t agree more with the words expressed by the storyteller Celso Fernández Sanmartín regarding the importance of 
telling stories and the intrinsic value of orality:

“Telling stories is something we all love to do.
It’s an act of love, feeling and passion: for language, for the spoken word, for communication, striving to hold on to a 
true treasure-trove of tales and stories never to be forgotten, showing them off and passing them on from mouth to ear 
and ear to mouth again [...] it is one of our richest and most wonderful expressions of culture and the way we relate to 
one another.

My enthusiasm is sparked by the older generation, culturally fashioned anew through the spoken word, many of whom 
are sharp, natural-born storytellers who don’t miss a detail. An enthusiasm kindled by the avid interest with which they 
infuse their stories, their tales and the memories they recount. An enthusiasm inspired by the way they are able to ‘draw
on a single moment’, a sliver of time snatched unawares to spin a yarn.

*(Nowadays, such slivers of time and moments snatched upon to weave a tale have lost many of their ‘natural spaces’:
in everyday life, on special occasions, on high days and holidays, etc. We have traded it all in for other baubles, a 
different way of measuring out time, leaving behind this ‘natural custom’, this way of speaking, telling a tale well told 
when all be told).”

  CELSO FERNÁNDEZ SANMARTÍN  
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There is an Italian association called Nati per leggere (‘Born to read’) which promotes reading aloud to children while in the 
womb and from the first months up to the age of 6. The rationale behind this approach lies in the conviction that the bond between 
the reader and the listener is strengthened through the transmission of sounds and meaning together with the ability to concentrate 
and communicate.

En Italia, en particular, hay una asociación,, que se ocupa de promover la lectura en voz alta ya desde el vientre de la madre y 
de los primeros meses de vida de un niño o niña, hasta los 6 años. Se sustenta en afirmar que la unión entre quien lee y quien escucha
se fortalece, vehiculando sonidos, significados, capacidad de concentración y comunicación. 

In Galicia-Spain:
Apego.
Orella pendella.
Festival das Núbebes.
Bebencontros.

In Portugal: Crescer a ler, of Associação de Profissionais de Educação de Infância.
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 PICTURES THAT MATTER: THE IMPORTANCE OF PICTURES
          IN READING PROMOTION

The use of pictures is one of the most common methods for promoting reading.

● Pictures matter. They can provide a wealth of information. They can reach out and touch. They target and draw on children’s 
and adults’ visual intelligence.

● Pictures speak to everybody across languages and regardless of the user’s age.

Communication in Western societies is based mainly on pictures. While humans have always communicated through drawing 
(from prehistoric cave paintings to billboards in the 1920s), attention to pictures has probably gained ground since television came 
into our lives.

Since the 1960s, considerable attention has been paid by the publishing industry to the way books look and feel. In addition to 
the experiments carried out by Bruno Munari on books design, experimenting with books as objects and tools, using different 
materials to make them, cutting them, making holes in them and trying various layouts, many artists have developed the art of 
illustration with excellent results, including authors such as Iela Mari and Hervé Tullet and publishers such as Orecchio Acerbo and 
Corraini.
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     WHICH BOOKS USE PICTURES TO TELL STORIES? 

Much has (fortunately) been published over the last few years, but it is not easy to find one’s way around all of the options 
available.

A text full of pictures that leave no room for the imagination is not a good book: pictures can capture your attention, suggest, 
touch and engage in dialogue with the text and the reader. They are not supposed to replace readers, but should guide them wisely.

Since not all texts with pictures are of good quality, several recommendations can be given to help locate appropriate ones.
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Firstly it is necessary to establish the target age and the number of people to be addressed before going on to check the 
bookshelves for the following:

● Illustrated books: Examples include Pinocchio by Collodi or Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carrol, where the text is accompanied
by illustrations depicting some of the scenes. In this case, the story can be enjoyed in different ways, even with one’s eyes 
closed if the text is being read aloud. The written word is still in control, but pictures start to pique the reader’s curiosity.

● Picture books: Pictures complement the text, adding meaning to the story and engaging in a relationship of mutual cooperation
with the written word, as in the case of Where the Wild Things Are by Sendak.

● Silent books: The pictures move independently of the text and tell a story with no written text where pictures make up the 
only narrative structure (e.g. The Arrival by the Australian Shaun Tan).

● Book-objects: Pictures can also ‘just’ be used to spur the imagination. This happens when the illustrator provides readers with 
nothing more than hints enabling them to complete the story by using their imagination (e.g. The Circus in the Mist by Munari 
or Manifesto segreto by Scarabottolo).
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WHAT DOES AN EDUCATION IN IMAGES ENTAIL? 

There must definitely be an education in images, a grammar of sorts, which addresses the historical and cultural context of 
pictures and images. For example, when talking about the stained glass windows of a church, it is not assumed that latter-day humans
will grasp all of the meanings that mediaeval humans educated in that language were able to understand. Indeed, we are unable to 
recognise the people depicted or the symbolic meaning of the colours used. The same thing happens with a Japanese comic book 
which is supposed to be read from right to left and laid out accordingly. If we are unaware of this, we will be unable to follow the 
time sequence properly.

Similarly, there are several visual perception handbooks (e.g. Rudolf Arnheim) that explain the physical reasons why the human
eye is or is not stimulated by certain shapes and colours.

An example of a text including simple but effective concepts of visual perception is Little Blue and Little Yellow by Leo Lionni.

In Italian. In Portuguese. In Galician.
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   PROMOTING   
   READING   
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“First of all, people who read for others need to ENJOY it. Only then can this pleasure be conveyed. You 
need to be fully aware of what your listeners want. An adult who does not like reading or does not know how to
‘listen’ will not be able to convey a passion for books. […] In my opinion, a second rule involves providing 
ALTERNATIVES, letting the child (or adult) decide for themselves: you choose a book and then I choose another 
one because I REALLY feel like telling this story to you. Reading is pleasure, knowledge, exploration and so it 
has to be geared to FREEDOM. 
Thirdly, reading time needs to move at a slow, measured pace.  
DAILY READING is a COMFORT when children are small, becoming COMPARISON as they grow up and time for 
constructive DISCUSSION in adolescence.   
I am convinced that children would be calmer if teachers read to them for half an hour every day before 
lessons begin, leaving their worries outside the classroom.

However, it is also important to create SPECIAL MOMENTS. Once a week or once a month reading time can be 
prepared in a special way, for example by setting up a treasure trail leading children to a room or a spot that has 
been purposely arranged to add value to the story, creating a magical moment to be REMEMBERED for a long 
time. […] Reading is a wonderful, extraordinary thing because it can give us intense individual moments, because
it can be SHARED, because opinions can be expressed, because it broadens your mind...”

  Emanuela Bussolati  
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 SIX BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR PROMOTING READING
Reading promotion is the bridge between the books/literature and the readers, a planned and organised mechanism designed to

encourage reading. The main aim is always to bring reading closer to people, specifically intended to develop reading habits and train
skilled readers. In order to achieve this ambitious goal, educational contexts and moments, themes, approaches and strategies need 
to be broad and diverse, although there are several key methodological principles that must be respected in any mediating process:

● Non-compulsory: Reading should not be compulsory, nor should it be geared to reward and punishment. It is highly 
recommended to do away with the idea that reading is boring and academic or is only worthwhile in the utilitarian sense. 
Reading is fun and enjoyable. As Massimo Bondioli said in an interview : “Too many people don’t love reading because schools 
take a mistaken approach to this activity or simply because they insist on turning it into just another subject”. “Promotion 
cannot be forced, because this would be counterproductive”, as Zerbeloni remarked in another interview.

● Perseverance: Mediation should be continuous and stable. For a habit to be developed, reading must be part of the daily 
routine both at school and at home. Similarly, activities designed to promote reading cannot be limited to book-related festive 
or commemorative cultural events.

● Reading must be a meaningful activity: Therefore, reading and promotion strategies must be adapted to fit children’s 
different tastes, concerns and sensitivities. Reading-related experiences that do not take children’s reality and needs into 
consideration will hardly help to create reading habits. It is, therefore, crucial to establish a positive, affective and meaningful
connection between people and reading.

● It is advisable to give priority to the playful, creative and collective side of activities and strategies. As we have already 
noted, reading should not be seen as a chore, but an entertaining and enjoyable activity. According to Rui Ramos: “The fact 
that reading promotion is a collective experience increases its power to infection”. In this way, promotion becomes more 
motivating and efficient too.
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● Reading promotion draws on several resources, methods, activities, strategies, etc. It is flexible and open so as to offer a 
wealth of possibilities. While books and stories act as the main driving force behind the process (they are an end, but also a 
means), it would be particularly helpful to “exploit the fascination and reciprocal links between cartoons, movies, music, 
theatre and the world of literature and books”, as Zerbeloni notes, combining different reading formats and incorporating 
other tools such as games, apps, etc., or simply “playing with stories, creating new ones and telling them aloud using various 
means”, as the storyteller Raquel Queizás says.

● As in any educational process, there is a fundamental pedagogical principle whereby mediators must be aware that they are 
acting as role models and should, therefore, lead by example and assume certain responsibilities and challenges explained in 
detail here. Raquel Queizás  puts it like this: “If you intend to promote reading, you need to be forthright about your passion 
for books and stories. Only then will you be able to convey the desire to read, to want to know more.”
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 THE PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PROMOTING READING

The reading promotion monitor is the person who provides the link between books/reading and the ‘potential reader’, an 
intermediary who brings the contents of the text closer to the readers, helping them ‘travel’ and discover.

The person responsible for promoting reading:
● fosters reading habits as well as reading of one’s own accord;
● selects readings based on the age and interests of the potential readers;
● designs, schedules, develops and evaluates activities/projects/schemes to encourage reading.

Reading promotion is about emotion, fondness, passion, going far beyond obligation and formal education. It should be 
enjoyable and, as educator Paulo Freire says: “Reading needs to be an act of love”.

In order to awaken interest and encourage reading, you have to enjoy it and believe that it can be conveyed. This process can 
only be consolidated insofar as a close bond develops and reading promotion monitors share their experiences in an enjoyable and 
enthusiastic way.

Who, then, is capable of promoting reading? Anybody willing and interested, e.g. family, teachers, librarians, writers, 
publishers, literary critics, booksellers, leisure monitors, etc. Although reading can take place in any context and at any time, the 
truth is that families, schools and libraries have traditionally been the ones responsible for promoting it.

“Enthusiasm is crucial when reading. The way a book is presented to somebody can change their 
relationship with the world of reading. At times, rather than promoting reading, what is important is 
mediating, showing the way... It is through this complicity that new readers emerge.”

  Marta Raio  
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In the home, the taste for reading must be encouraged when children are acquiring language, since they are more flexible, 
inquisitive, curious and willing to learn and explore everything around them. Coexistence with literary texts should, therefore, be 
strengthened during the early years of a child’s life.

In the school setting, teachers have a duty to introduce children to reading, showing texts to be something enjoyable and 
interesting rather than an assessment gauge.

Libraries are the communal spaces where utilitarian reading coexists with the pleasure of reading and where many activities 
designed to promote books and reading are held.

Anybody who intends to promote reading should do the following:
● be in the habit of reading in order for the process of transmission to be consistent.
● be committed to the goal of spreading reading.
● have an enthusiastic attitude, acting as a role model, sharing and spreading the pleasure of reading with enthusiasm and

energy. Curious and creative.
● have an up-to-date knowledge of the various disciplines useful for reading promotion. 
● be well-informed about the world of literature, keeping themselves and their selection of books up-to-date.
● be in continuous contact with the world of children and young people as far as possible. Empathetic.
● know themselves and be resourceful in order to be able to adapt to different groups and circumstances, changing 

methodologies as necessary. It is extremely important to be aware of one’s potential, interests, limitations, etc.
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 READING PROMOTION STRATEGIES AND ACTIVITIES
It is important to stress that reading promotion combines a wide range of resources, methods, activities, strategies, etc. This 

diversity is both very powerful but also potentially dangerous, inasmuch as it can make us lose sight of the ultimate goal we are 
pursuing, which is encouraging people to read of their own free will. Therefore, when resorting to acting techniques, visual and 
creative arts or games, it is crucial to always keep literary references in mind and to use them, enjoying and experiencing the stories,
playing with them and making them our own in order to really engage children and create unique, inspiring, motivating and 
meaningful moments.

Several factors should be taken into account for any strategy and activity. These factors must be assessed beforehand in order 
to plan consistent, relevant activities. To this end, the following need to be taken into account:

 Whether it is an individual or group activity.
 Whether we want to work with a specific topic/book/author.
 Which type of activity we intend to carry out: visual arts, games, etc.
 Which setting it is going to take place in (school, free time, library, etc.). 
 How often the activity is going to be carried out, whether it is regular or occasional.
 Whether it involves a specific commemoration or event.
 Whether any space or time constraints exist.
 The children’s age and reading ability.
 Whether a preparatory reading is required or not.

The following list provides a selection of very accessible and basic ideas and resources that can be used from the beginning for 
any literary text, whether it is oral or written:

  IDEAS FOR NARRATING STORIES   

  IDEAS TO CHANGE A STORY   

  IDEAS TO INVESTIGATE AND TO CREATE FROM A STORY   

However, as a result of its specific relevance, here we shall to focus on oral narratives and the use of pictures:
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR TELLING STORIES 
 

● Telling stories does not call for grand scenography or complex staging. All that is required is an audience and the willingness to 
tell (as well as a story, of course!). If you are not willing to tell, if you are not interested in the story, it is not worth making the
effort because your audience will notice and the effect will be counterproductive.

● It is important to know the story well, to understand it. But you need to be aware that knowing a tale does not mean learning 
it by heart. Indeed, reciting a tale or repeating it from memory undermines the virtues of orality, reducing spontaneity and 
hindering the connection and complicity that the storyteller intends to create with those who listen/imagine.

● Telling a tale is a dynamic, enjoyable, non-academic activity. It is recommended to avoid unnecessary comments during 
storytelling, as this interferes with imagination and can potentially spoil the atmosphere of attraction that narrated words 
create, as well as the connection between the storyteller and the listeners. Once the story is over, listeners can be invited to 
comment on their impressions and doubts, share opinions, imagine new endings, etc.

● It is highly advisable to create a sense of anticipation, an atmosphere of attention and motivation.

“As an oral narrator, I can just read the text, but I can also go beyond it. I have access to tools that 
transcend the written or spoken word. Tools such as my voice (talking and singing), sounds, gestures and facial 
expressions, musical instruments, illustrations, puppets, stages, image projection, shadow projection, etc. 
Anything you can imagine, really. I need the freedom to choose one or more of these tools.”

  Rui Ramos  
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● There are several non-verbal elements that play a key role in storytelling. First of all, it is important to be aware of how 
relevant they are and to what extent they affect the communicative process, before going on to experiment with them, taking 
full advantage of them, etc. until they are fully mastered, but always giving it our own personal touch. We do not need to 
become storytelling professionals, but we do need to keep these factors in mind and explore them in order to adapt them and 
reinforce our skills.

● Body movement: Maintain eye contact with the audience and use it to communicate and support the story, using gestures 
to represent scenes of the story and identify characters. Gestures and dramatic expression are always useful for supporting 
the story, avoiding narrative monotony and helping to stimulate the imagination and the mental representation of the story.

● Voice: Use your tone of voice as a way of enhancing the story, making sure your delivery is clear and your voice is properly 
modulated, finding a rhythm that fits the story, imitating the characters’ voices, using onomatopoeias, avoiding shouting, 
remaining calm and conveying confidence. For example, if you forget a part of the story or make a mistake, you should not 
stop telling the story or reveal your mistake, as this would interfere with your audience’s attention. We recommend you to 
try out your own strategies to pick up the thread of the story again. Nor is it advisable to interrupt the story to rebuke 
someone. If someone becomes distracted, it is important to try to lure them back using a different strategy, such as 
engaging them in the story, asking them questions with good humour, etc. Use silences as a communicative strategy. This is 
a perfect way to convey fear or surprise, for instance.

● Spatial organisation: The place where the story is told has to be confortable, calm, with adequate lighting and no sources 
of distraction or background noise. It should ideally be free of furniture so that children can lie on the floor with cushions. 
The most important thing is for the storyteller to be very visible for the audience and should be as close as possible to them
with the audience able to see their face properly. Having the audience sit in a semicircle is usually a very good option.

● Stories should be appropriate for the listeners’ age. When choosing the readings it is also important to bear children’s tastes, 
interests and demands in mind.

● Different strategies can be used as long as they are useful for telling the story and capturing the audience’s attention and 
motivation, using puppets, objects, etc. 

● Try to engage children by encouraging them to repeat a certain part of the story (this always works with cumulative tales),
through songs, etc.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR USING PICTURES WHEN READING ALOUD   

● Choose the size of the book (and therefore the size of the pictures) based on the number of listeners and the space available. 
Many people crammed into a small room who cannot see the pictures properly will hardly be able to follow the story properly.

● Base the reading pace on the pictures. Texts such as Tararì Tararera, A caccia dell'orso andiamo or Orso buco! have a 
musicality and rhythm inherent to the pictures not just the text. By using their voice (or small musical instruments) storytellers
can create sounds suggested by the pictures. By pointing at elements in the pictures, they can create, slow down or speed up 
the pace of the story. If storytellers are able to create enough anticipation, the audience will be thrilled and want to know 
what happens on the next page.

● Physical contact with the book can serve as a tool for storytellers to play with. For example, in Press here by Tullet, the author 
invites the reader to shake, tilt, hit or stroke the book, etc. The audience is therefore asked to interact and engage in a game 
of “table tennis” with the storyteller.

● A huge range possibilities exist many of which remain to be unexplored. All that is needed is try, play and experiment!
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OTHER RECOMMENDATIONS TO PROMOTE READING  

● Share what you read, discuss it, find the connections between fiction and reality, bring literature to life, etc. It is also 
recommended to give children the opportunity to tell things themselves (jokes, opinions, wishes, events from their everyday 
lives, etc.), with a view to strengthening their ability to express themselves orally and represent reality.

● Use nearby libraries and reading spaces, particularly the classroom and the home. They should be quiet and confortable places
that listeners can visit freely whenever they like.

● Organise “small-scale big special events” related to reading, e.g. buying a book, going to the theatre, visiting a book fair, etc. 
Present these proposals in an alluring way in order to create positive expectations.

● Music, cinema, apps, videogames and new technologies are perfectly compatible with reading. In fact, they can be very useful 
if we know how to take full advantage of their narrative, creative and participatory potential. We can also take advantage of 
the classics, as well as the different literary genres and such simple a thing as paratexts: a good book cover can be very 
attractive!

● Integrate storytelling and reading as a regular part of teaching plans and children’s leisure activities.
 

● There is no maximum age limit for reading to children. It is very important to continue reading aloud to them at all ages, even 
if the child has already developed a certain degree of reading autonomy.

● Propose complementary activities to encourage motivation and meaningful learning such as hands-on workshops, literary 
creation, visits and excursions, games, theatre, etc.

● When selecting the readings, keep seasonal holidays in mind in order to make readings relevant and meaningful.

● Promote intergenerational dialogue by encouraging children to ask their families about games, riddles, tales, legends, etc.
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A FEW RECOMMENDATIONS FOR CHOOSING THE RIGHT READINGS 

As already mentioned, planning reading promotion activities depends on pragmatic criteria relating to several factors, e.g. the 
target group’s age, the setting where the activities are to take place, etc. However, the choice of readings should be based on two 
main criteria:

● Readings should be adapted to the interests and abilities of the readers and connected to their needs and concerns.
● The literary value of the books.

Although every child is different, the choice can be based on the most basic criterion, i.e. their age. Here are some guidelines 
(which are, of course, flexible):

  0 to 3 years  

Contents involving the family and everyday situations (the home, animals, school, etc.), oral literature such as songs
and games, particularly related to the senses.

Main characteristics: Simple statements; Full-page, full-colour illustrations using a variety of drawing techniques and styles; 
Little content; Stories organised in a page-to-page sequence; Big, large print books with plenty of rhymes, onomatopoeias, 
repetitions, etc. Just like oral stories, books should provide flexibility of use in order for them to be easy to adapt and made 
using different materials that can, for example, be washed or put in the mouth.
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  3 to 6 years  

Contents involving the family and everyday situations (the home, animals, school, nature, the family, friends,
feelings, etc.), short stories, fables, folk tales, songs, riddles and traditional oral games.

Main characteristics: Little conceptual content, simple statements, a narrative structure designed to be listened to 
(rhythm, musicality, rhymes, repetitions, etc.), big books, with plenty of full-colour illustrations and a variety of 
drawing styles, short, large print texts with the story clearly organised in sequences.

  6 to 9 years  

Tales and legends, fables, amusing stories with surprising anecdotes, informative books, first short novels, first
comic books, legends and folk and traditional tales, fiction stories, poems, etc.

Main characteristics: Clear statements; A quick resolution of the story with plenty of action; Large, clear print; Longer 
books with a plot, helping to develop attention; Different text types (narrative, poetry, comic, etc.); Illustrated books.

  9 to 12 years  

True or fictional adventures, biographies, amusing stories on a range of themes (sports, animals, fear, other
cultures and historical periods, science fiction, stories from everyday life related to school, groups of friends,
etc.), magazines, series, fantasy stories, myths and legends, reference books on different subjects, adapted

classics, comic books, etc.

Main characteristics: Books with conventional size and print; Simple syntax; Descriptions, dialogues and strong 
characters, without a moral to the story and with illustrations which reflect the text.
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  12 to 15 years  

True or fantasy stories, science fiction, historical themes, adventures, biographies, comic books, magazines,
classics of world literature, etc.

Main characteristics: The plot is fully developed and the ending resolves all of the issues dealt with, with extensive and
detailed descriptions and an attractive and careful design, with or without illustrations and no length limits.

  15 years and over  

TTopics that help readers know about and understand the world around them, questioning social and real-life
issues, reflect on problems, etc. There is no limit regarding the readings suitable for this age group.

Main characteristics: No limits in terms of style or literary structure.
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  LITERARY 
  REPERTOIRE  
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 WRITTEN LITERATURE

What types of books are avaliable today forchildren and teenagers?
Here we propose a list of possibilities available in the vast world of publishing today for adults to introduce children and 

teenagers to reading in general and reading aloud in particular.

Today, based on the assumption that the relationship between the book as an object and oral tradition is a constantly evolving 
field, it can be said that books: 

● may be read (or used, looked at, played with) autonomously, with or without using voice;
● may be animated, i.e. storytellers can instil life into a written or illustrated text, a book-object by using their voice and body; 
● may also be read or recorded by an actor/actress or musician acting as a storyteller, where children and teenagers simply play 

the role of listeners;
● may be simply made out of oral tradition memory.

All of this offers adults and children a wide range of possibilities to choose from and combine in terms of contents and format 
when such a distinction applies. Audiobooks, illustrated novels (graphic novels), nursery rhyme books with CDs, sculpture-books that 
can be dismantled and reassembled, fables told using the silent book technique, etc. can all be used in a continuous mix of genres 
and techniques. 

We apologise for the ‘labels’ that we are going to assign to the different types of books, but for convenience we shall attempt 
to follow the classification used in Italy, even if we may occasionally reorganise certain concepts in order to adapt them to fit our own
approach. 

Any typology can also be applied in different ways, including less conventional ones, providing room for the promotion of 
reading aloud as an activity. 

CONTENT 

The category of NARRATIVE texts includes tales, biographies, essays, poetry and prose fiction such as short stories, novels and 
novellas.
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  FAIRY TALES OR FOLK TALES    Powerful and with rhythm, they narrate beliefs and fears from near and far

A folk tale is a short story typically featuring fantasy events and characters (fairies, ogres, giants, etc.) and generally has an 
implicit educational purpose or moral.
This type of oral and folkloric narrative is typically aimed at both adults and children. 

Some of the most popular folk tale collectors in European tradition include Giambattista Basile and Giuseppe Pitre (Italy), 
Charles Perrault (France), the Brothers Grimm (Germany) and more recently Italo Calvino (Italy), William Butler Yeats (Ireland) and 
Alexander Afanasyev (Russia), Alexandre Parafita (Portugal), Antonio Reigosa (Galicia).

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Thanks to their rhythmic characteristics, folk/fairy tales can be narrated or dramatized using the cantastorie technique 
and particularly puppets. Interaction with the audience is also possible.
Folk/fairy tales can also be used to play, using Propp’s cards or the inventafavole (‘fable inventor’).
They can also be used to entertain a mixed audience made up of adults and children and in a wide range of different 
situations.
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  FÁBLES    Short with plenty of talking animals and ‘realistic’. They always have a moral

A fable is a concise story often featuring anthropomorphic animals and, less often, people and objects. It is a realist genre and 
it has a moral purpose. Fables are often written in verse (e.g. La Fontaine).

Some of the most popular fabulists are Aesop (ancient Greece), Phaedrus (Roman period) and La Fontaine (second half of the 
17th century, he collected existing fables and wrote them in verse).  

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Due to their specific characteristics, fables are ideal for being read aloud, particularly to children, with quiet places being 
an ideal environment for such activities.
Fables are useful for teaching moral lessons, taking advantage of the empathy generated by animal characters which comes
naturally to children. Fables can be dramatized by using puppets or the kamishibai technique. 
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  SHORT STORIES   Concise, curious, very varied. Short stories are like chocolates: when you ‘eat’ one, you want another!

A short story is a prose narrative with fantastic or realistic contents shorter than a novel.
Short stories are often published together in collections, where every story develops autonomously but where they make up a whole 
together with the rest of the collection.

Some of the main collections from European literature include Dubliners by James Joyce, Edgar Allan Poe, the various 
collections by Luigi Pirandello, the collections by Pinin Carpi and Mario Lodi. O Trono do Rei by António Torrado, O cavaleiro da 
Dinamarca by Sophia de Mello Brayner and O principe com cabeça de cavalo by António Mota, from Portugal; Ánxel Fole, Álvaro 
Cunqueiro, Agustín Fernández Paz, Xabier P. Docampo... from Galicia. 

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Because short stories are concise and varied, you can read one a day, creating a daily or weekly appointment with them, 
whether it is at home or in public spaces such as libraries, schools, parks, etc. They can be played with (bringing reading to
life through the use of objects) and organised by subject, e.g. humour, love, mice, angels, etc., creating reading aloud 
moments for special events.
While short stories can be targeted at a variety of audiences it is important to be clear about the topic to be addressed, 
preparing an suitable selection of stories beforehand and keeping the goal in mind.
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  NOVELS    Full-bodied, rich, adventurous, love stories, fictional, exciting, satisfactory

This type of prose narrative is the most recent of the literary genres.
Novels narrate family or individual experiences against a historical or fictional background.
The story is always fictional with intertwining character experiences. Characters are typically presented through a physical and 

introspective description.
There are different types of novels classed according to topic, e.g. adventure, love, science fiction, etc., style or structure.
Some of the first European novelists were Defoe, Goethe, Foscolo, Dickens, etc. In fact, the number of authors is so vast that 

we would recommend going straight to the library and having a look! 

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
The length of novels means that reading aloud sessions have to be planned in instalments. Reading groups can be set up as 
well as literary marathons. Even a daily reading session, in the classroom or at home, can turn into an eagerly awaited, 
relaxing and exciting moment.
A read aloud novel can be accompanied by music and/or can be recorded in an audiobook, turning into a moment that can 
be reproduced as and when necessary.
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  PLAYS   Words on the stage

Designed to be dramatized, plays have distinctive features that distinguish them from other text types. They cannot be 
considered entirely autonomous, but are a part of the show. The story develops through the lines spoken by the characters (whether 
they act as narrators of the story or take part in the action), also revealing their psychological makeup, the events that occurred prior
to the story and the connections which exist between events and characters.

What happens on the stage is unique and unrepeatable because plays are reinterpreted every time actors and actresses put 
them on stage.

Here are just a few of the many playwrights Europe has produced: Aristophanes, Shakespeare, Molière, Calderón de la Barca, 
Goldoni, Brecht, Pirandello, Lorca, Fo, Paravidino. From Portugal: Sophia de Mello Brayner, Gil Vicente, Henrique lopes de Mendonça. 
From Galicia: Roberto Vidal Bolaño.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Plays can be read out loud or recited. Voice readings can be arranged with professional actors and actresses, offering a high
quality product that shows the relationship between words and the body.
There are numerous texts that call for audience participation with the cantastorie method providing some interesting 
techniques and guidelines.
There are plenty of texts that can be read out or used to play with the audience in workshops or on the stage. Using 
costumes and theatre games is usually very successful with children and teenagers.
Staging a play is challenging but also fun and exciting, generating interest and participation. The listener’s body feels the 
need to blend with the words, in a vivid and touching experience.
There are also many plays that can be dramatized using different techniques taken from figure theatre, such as glove 
puppets, shadows, marionettes, etc.
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  POETRY    Music in words

This is a form of literature with a strong artistic component where the author produces words and sentences (verses), 
deliberately following or ignoring certain metrical rules.

A poem usually carries a meaning that comes together with the musical sound of the verses when read out loud. Poetry is a 
powerful and evocative tool for conveying concepts and moods.

A few examples of poets include Giacomo Leopardi, Giuseppe Ungaretti, Alda Merini, Vivianne Lamarque, Fosco Maraini, Bruno 
Tognolini, Roberto Piumini and, for young people, Gianni Rodari (Italy).; Fernando Pessoa, Florbela Espanca, José Régio, Luís de 
Camões, Sophia de Mello Breyner, Antero de Quental (Portugal), Rosalía de Castro, Manuel María, Antonio García Teijeiro... (Galicia).

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Recited poetry (read out loud) blends with music and it can be sung or accompany shows of drawn theatre, shadow theatre
and mimes. It can serve as medicine for the soul through the ups and downs of life. It can be read in a family setting, at 
school, in the library, everywhere. It creates an atmosphere of intimacy and makes listeners listen.
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  NURSERY RHYMES   This is rhythm, this is fun!

A nursery rhyme is a short, playful piece, usually in verse, that follows the rhythm set by alliterations, assonances and rhymes. 
It typically features syllable repetition and the use of words from colloquial speech.

There are different types of nursery rhymes with different functions: various topics (months of the year, professions, seasons of
the year, parts of the body, high days and holidays, animals, things, etc.), playing with words in a fun way, putting children to sleep 
(lullabies), counting-out games (counting rhymes). 

Among the authors who have played with nursery rhymes we can highlight Gianni Rodari from Italy; Manuel Maria Barbosa du 
Bocage (Portugal), orellapendella.gal in Galicia.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Nursery rhymes are inescapably related to oral culture. They should be recited, repeating them over and over again. They 
can be used to mark different moments of the day as well as to open and close reading aloud sessions. They can be 
combined with rhythmic body movements. They are helpful to talk and joke and can be inserted between one tale and the 
next or in the middle of a game.
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  WORKS OF NON-FICTION   To learn about the world around us.

This category covers books on the different fields of knowledge: history, sociology, politics, philosophy, cultural anthropology, 
literature, art, customs and so on. These reference books for children and adults are useful for learning about the world around us. 

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Adults are not used to reading non-fiction aloud to children and teenagers, who are nevertheless interested in the world of 
science. It is worth considering setting up activities that combine science-related excerpts with poems, nursery rhymes and
tales also connected with that topic. Children and teenagers are naturally curious and will definitely feel attracted by 
activities of that kind. 
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FORMAT 

“When you think about books, you usually think about texts of different types (literary, 
philosophical, historical, essays, etc.) printed on pages.
Little attention is paid to the paper and the binding of the book or the colour of the ink, all of 
the elements that make up the book as an object.
Little attention is paid to the printed characters, and even less to blank spaces, margins, page 
numbers and so on.”

Bruno Munari en "Da cosa nasce cosa. Appunti per una metodologia progettuale” Laterza 1981
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  BOOK-OBJECTS     Unreadable books, tactile books, pre-books, books with holes, die-cut books, loose-leaf books

 “Can the book–cum-object convey something independently of the printed words?”, Munari asked himself and us, proposing a 
challenge. An innovative designer as well as a creative and eclectic artist, he started experimenting with new forms of visual language
and new publishing materials in 1949, creating the Unreadable books, a collection that can be ‘read’ by children. Binding, ink and 
texts tell nothing. These books are objects that tell stories without words.

Thanks to Munari’s innovations, a wide range of materials have started to be used to make books, which are perforated or die-
cut, so they start telling stories through the materials and the shape of the cover. 

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Book-objects can be used when reading aloud, incorporating them into a dramatization, with readers finding and using an 
efficient symbiotic relationship between words and sounds based on the materials and formats they have in their hands. 
They ‘make up’ a story by letting themselves be guided by the grammar of fantasy, which is a very precise grammar 
determined by the book’s paper, width, cuts and holes.
The relationship between the reader and the book-object can be a solitary journey, but it can also be shared, voiced and 
played with. It is impossible to remain neutral. While book-objects are much easier to use with infants, who are responsive 
to sensory stimuli, it is also worthwhile using them with older audiences.
In order to experiment with a shared reading aloud session, the reading promotion monitor can encourage and guide the 
audience to give a voice to the story contained in the book-object.
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  POP-UP BOOKS AND PAPER ARCHITECTURE    Books that will surprise you

This type of book intended for a range of different purposes, e.g. educational, mnemonic, play, guessing games, etc., contain 
mechanical devices that can be activated by the reader. Examples of this book category include pop-up theatre books, carousel books,
accordion books, lift-the-flap books, pull-tab books, etc. 

In their most basic form, animated books are typically designed for children, but there are also adult-oriented, high-value 
publishing products depicting the classics of world literature. 

For more information:
Robert Sabuda
Altri esempi.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Pop-up books can be used in reading aloud sessions with ‘surprise stories’ for small groups of children. 
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https://youtu.be/oExppcd0TOU
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  GAMEBOOKS    Let’s play

Gamebooks are based on interaction with the reader: 

gamebooks 
mazes and maps
card games
Propp's cards 

A gamebook is an interactive, narrative or non-narrative work that allows the reader to play with texts, pictures or with the 
book itself as an object.
Readers/players can make choices that determine the development and conclusion of the plot.

A forerunner in the field of gamebooks, Raymond Queneau wrote Un conte à votre façon (‘A story as you like it’) in 1967. Click 
on this link for more information.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Gamebooks can be used with small groups, where the reader invites the audience to participate and decide how the story 
evolves. Gamebooks can be used in the library, at school, in the park, but also in less conventional places such as trains. 
The games contained in these books are typically very engaging and require skill on the part of the reading promotion 
monitor.
While it is recommendable to use gamebooks for groups of children and teenagers, they can also be used individually.
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  ILLUSTRATED BOOKS    Images that show things

Compared to picture books, this kind of book contains illustrations that occupy a smaller section of the page in relation to the 
text, representing only specific scenes instead of telling the whole story. Pages in illustrated books are typically numbered.

Illustrations describe parts of the text and depict moments of the story, adding intriguing details that capture children’s 
attention. Illustrations are usually placed in the same section of every page and rarely digress from what is narrated in the text.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Unlike picture books, which allow for a more autonomous use, illustrated books can be read aloud to children who cannot 
read yet. They help encourage people to listen and let their imagination run free. An illustrated book’s rhythm is relatively 
smooth. They can be used for reading aloud sessions in a range of settings, but it must be borne in mind that children will 
wish to see the images, to which end groups cannot be too large.
Under a tree, before going to bed at home, in the classroom, at the library, at the doctor’s, on the train, etc. It is 
important that everybody can curl up, close their eyes and open them again to try and find the images.
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   PICTURE BOOKS     Symbiosis between image and text

This type of book tells stories through pictures. Available in a range of formats, they typically contain a small amount of 
unnumbered pages and have hardback covers. Illustrations are not subordinate to the accompanying short texts but actively interact 
with them, turning the book into one single living entity.

Although picture books are designed primarily for children, they can also be used with adults. 

For more information:
“L’anatra, la morte e il tulipano”. 
 Paolo Sette.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
During reading aloud sessions with small or large groups of children and teenagers, pictures have the power to capture the 
reader’s attention and help them determine the rhythm of the story.
Big pictures, stressing actions and noises, can then be accompanied by the sound of the voice.
Picture books can easily be animated using voices, objects and can sometimes even be suitable for use with puppets (e.g. 
Duck, Death and the Tulip by Erlbruch) because their grammar is similar to that of plays.
Whenever picture books are used for a reading aloud session, the audience should sit in a circle around the reader, as it is 
important for everyone to see the images clearly in order to connect them to what they are hearing. 
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https://youtu.be/nkUynLaj93Q
https://books.google.it/books/about/L_anatra_la_morte_e_il_tulipano.html?id=shZUGQAACAAJ&redir_esc=y.
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  SILENT BOOKS    Stories made out of pictures only

Silent books are books made up exclusively of pictures. Suitable for everybody, these books can overcome language barriers and
foster exchange between different cultures.

Silent books are useful for teaching the language of images, helping children ‘read’ illustrations and understand their meaning 
and value.

A wordless book forms the basis for a script and has a clear sequence, with easily recognisable characters and images. 

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Silent books can be used as a support for storytelling. Storytellers can translate images into sounds or words. Sounds can be 
produced using voices, body movements or simple musical instruments.
‘Storytellers/translators’ can tell the story by describing what they see, pausing when there are gaps or details, using the 
shape of the book (large or small, light or heavy) to breathe life into the story, using their voices as a soundtrack marking 
the rhythm.
‘Storytellers/monitors’ may encourage members of the audience to tell the story themselves by showing them which pages 
and parts of the illustrations they should focus on, by giving them an example of a possible interpretation at the beginning 
of the session (as deemed suitable), by using gestures to help the audience members/storytellers modulate their voices as 
the conductor of an orchestra would do. They can also ask the audience to become a ‘Greek choir’, the soundboard for 
what is described by the images, as in the cantastorie technique.
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  COMIC BOOKS    Stories in strips

A comic book is a narrative consisting of a number of sequential frames (panels) representing individual scenes. Any written 
text is typically framed in speech balloons, which allow the author to include the characters’ speech and thoughts as well as the 
narrator’s voice in the panel.

Comic books have their own codes, including motion lines, gestures, onomatopoeias, words that have a specific shape based on 
their communicative intent, etc.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Comic books are particularly suitable for autonomous reading. They can also be used for small group reading, although 
greater difficulties will be encountered as compared to other types of text typically recommended for reading aloud 
sessions.
By ignoring the text, the structure of a comic book can serve as the graphic basis for a cantastorie activity.
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  GRAPHIC NOVELS   novels in  pictures

Graphic novels are a narrative genre consisting of comic art in the form of stories with the structure of a novel typically targeted
at adult audiences. Graphic novels have often been included in the so-called ‘signature comic’ type, a vast and wide-ranging category 
distinct from what is known as the ‘popular comic’.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
What has been said above regarding comic books is equally applicable to graphic novels.
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  CD BOOKS   Because stories are also told and listened to with music

These books containing a CD with music or a different type of audio recording are intended primarily, albeit not exclusively, for 
children.

While CD books can have an educational or fun purpose, or deal with the entertainment event the book is based upon, quite 
the opposite can also occur at times (as in the case of Gek Tessaro’s Don Quixote).

CD books can contain recorded stories or together with a musical accompaniment.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
CD books enable users to enjoy the book by listening to it as well. They can be used with groups in classroom settings 
(nurseries, school), but also in more private, intimate settings such as the home or the car.
CDs help enhance the story (e.g. The Carnival of the Animals by Saint-Saëns and the Claudio Abbado Music School), with the
music itself telling the story, or enabling users to go a step further, providing stimuli, information and other contents 
related to the topic of the book (e.g. Boas noites by Carballeira and López, where the CD includes games to discover who 
the monster is, a list of monsters, etc.).
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http://theadventureofreading.weebly.com/il-cuore-di-don-chisciotte.html
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  AUDIOBOOKS    Books to be listened to with your eyes closed

An audiobook involves the recording of a book read out by one or more actors or actresses. The recorded text may comprise the
full version of a book or a text written specifically to be released as an audiobook, as well as a summary or a script written 
specifically for the audio recording. While audiobooks may contain music and sound effects to accompany the text, they typically only
include the voice of the narrator.

As well as enabling users to ‘read’ books while taking part in other activities, audiobooks can also be very useful for people 
with visual or mobility impairments.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Audiobooks can also be used in settings where reading aloud is not typically practiced, such as during a car or train journey.
People with visual or mobility problems who experience difficulty reading autonomously find audiobooks also especially 
useful. The voice of the narrator is normally pleasant and engaging, although the use of speech synthesizers and text-to-
speech converters is becoming increasingly popular. Audiobooks are a way to return to orality, as in the case of the radio, 
which provides listeners with easy and convenient access to written texts.
A good idea might be to ask the child or group of children to create an audiobook. The equipment required is very simple 
and children can choose the story they wish to record or even make it up.
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  INCLUSIVE BOOKS or AAC (augmentative and alternative communication)    LBooks with words 
‘translated’ into the language of images.

Inclusive books are illustrated children’s books where the text has been translated into symbols or which have been enriched 
with other languages unrelated to the text, based on existing children’s books. Inclusive books are suitable for everyone, both adults 
and children, and can be leafed through, smelled, listened to, etc.

Augmentative and alternative communication (CAA) refers to a number of techniques, strategies and technologies that are 
designed to simplify and enhance communication for people who experience difficulties using the more usual communication 
channels, paying particular attention to oral language and writing.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
Translating images into symbols allows users to read texts aloud in different languages that would otherwise be 
unintelligible for people with difficulties using certain communication channels. A very interesting game or exercise 
involves reading aloud an inclusive book in several different languages using the symbols. 
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  E BOOKS_ELECTRONIC BOOKS    Paperless books

These are books published and made available in a digital format that can be read on computers and mobile devices such as 
smartphones, tablets and e-readers designed specifically for the purpose of reading long digital texts.

Given their digital nature, electronic books have the advantage of being hypertexts capable of incorporating multimedia 
functions as well as dictionaries or contextual vocabularies. When electronic books evolve in terms of multimedia up to a certain level
of complexity, they are referred to as ‘enhanced’ or ‘enriched’ e-books.

Using them for the promotion of reading out loud
An e-book can be used in essentially the same way as any other narrative text whose format does not significantly modify 
the relationship with the written word. Additionally, e-books also offer the possibility to modify the text by highlighting it, 
adding music or opening links to other texts. E-books, therefore, have a huge multimedia potential and all of the 
possibilities they offer must be used to the full. They can be read aloud with musical accompaniment, using bold type to 
highlight segments where the volume is to be raised, marking the parts to be repeated and deleting those to be omitted. 
The choice of the text to be used should be based on the audience you intend to address and engage.
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           ORAL LITERATURE

Oral literature is one that has been handed down by word of mouth from one generation to the next, especially through speech 
and music. It is made up of a range of different genres that are of interest not only from the artistic point of view, but also in terms 
of history and ethnology, because it reveals cultural and social aspects of the community where it was created and developed. This 
community collectively embraces this literature, which represents the everyday reality of its members, strengthening and continuing 
a sociocultural identity and a sense of belonging (language, customs, historical events, etc.). This type of literature is also functional 
and useful inasmuch as it fulfils different roles within the social group, e.g. having fun, teaching, putting a baby to bed, making work 
less dull, etc.

A variety of forms and topics exist in oral and popular tradition literature:
● Semi-literary forms and genres: sayings, proverbs, riddles, games, tongue twisters, etc.
● Songs, verses with different forms and topics.
● Short stories such as myths, legends and tales.

Traditional oral literature has great educational and teaching value. As already stated, together with storytelling and reading 
aloud, it paves the way for reading.
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A wide selection of resources exist today, ranging from publications and books to anthologies and websites, providing access to 
a large number of written or recorded works collecting traditional oral literature as a result of the remarkable work of people, 
institutions, publishers, etc. in collecting, documenting, publishing and spreading this rich heritage.

Galicia-Spain:
Galicia Encantada. Enciclopedia de la Fantasía Popular de Galicia.
'Galicia dixital'.
'Orella pendella', portal de literatura popular e infantil.
Colección 'Contos Marabillosos' de Edicións do Cumio.

Portugal:
http://www.ecomuseu.org/index/
http://www.memoriamedia.net/index.php/pt
http://www.ics.ul.pt/rdonweb-docs/OAC_DOCS_8_EntidadesCulturais.pdf

Lombardía_Italy:
Archivio con registros originales.
La Lega di Cultura di Piadena, asociación que promueve la cultura y música populares y tradicionales de la baja Lombardía.
Colección de materiales tradicionales orales lombardas. 
Museos etnográficos en Lombardia.

Because this literature is connected to people’s memory and territories, it is best assumed that not all of it has been collected,
documented or made available. Apart from all of the resources mentioned, it is also extremely interesting to turn to the real bearers 
of this wisdom, the elderly, grandparents, neighbours, etc., who are true living treasures. Talking to them provides the opportunity to 
collect the endless stories, language games, songs and legends they very likely inherited from their ancestors and preserved 
throughout their lives, in order to give orality the place it deserves as a tool for constructing identity, a sense of community and 
comfort.
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https://www.milanofree.it/
https://www.reteitalianaculturapopolare.org/archivio-partecipato/item/1716-le-trasformazioni-socio-economiche-e-la-cultura-tradizionale-in-lombardia.html
http://www.legadicultura.it/
http://aess.regione.lombardia.it/aess/index.html
http://www.ics.ul.pt/rdonweb-docs/OAC_DOCS_8_EntidadesCulturais.pdf
http://www.memoriamedia.net/index.php/pt
http://www.ecomuseu.org/index/
http://www.cumio.com/coleccion/contos-marabillosos/
http://orellapendella.gal/
http://www.galiciadigital.com/
http://www.galiciaencantada.com/


HOW TO COLLECT TALES FROM THE ORAL TRADITION 

Ask the elders, neighbours, etc., remaining open-minded, respectful and patient and ready to listen.

It might be interesting to use worksheets such as this:

          Here is a complete, superb guide which includes all of the steps necessary to carry out research and collect oral history 
which can also be used for traditional oral literature

DATE: _______________________________________

PLACE: _____________________________________

SOURCE:
Person:

name:____________________________
age:______________________________
from: ____________________________

Documentary source _ ___________________

TITLE OF THE TALE:____________________________

TOOL USED TO COLLECT IT: _____________________

OBSERVATIONS:________________________________
____________________________________________
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  READING SPACES   
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 CONVENTIONAL
People usually read in places such as libraries, schools or their homes, which we can be referred to as conventional reading 

spaces. These have a number of physical characteristics (type of furniture, lighting, atmosphere, etc.) that help create a welcoming, 
confortable and motivating environment.

Creating a reading space is not a difficult task. This is what is required:

● Find the right place: Choose an accessible, pleasant, welcoming place, with natural sources of lighting, away from noise, free 
from damp, safe and clean and well ventilated. Make the most of natural lighting or, if this is not possible, use tall standard 
lamps or wall lamps to ensure that the books are well lit.

● How are books selected? Here are some recommendations:
● The selection should be adapted to suit children’s interests.
● Topics and genres should be varied, including classics, more recent works and new trends.
● Quality and literary value are more important than the quantity of books.
● Children should be involved in choosing the books.
● Books should be attractive, in good condition and up-to-date.
● Discarding unsuitable donated books is just as important as selecting the books. Do not be afraid of clearances.

● Book classification: They can be organised in a number of different ways, e.g. the Universal Decimal Classification (UDC), a 
widely used knowledge classification system, by topic, by author, in alphabetical order, by publisher, by genre, by age group, by
format or size, etc. Many possibilities are available.

● Acquiring books: Here too many possibilities exist, e.g. direct buying, swapping, collective borrowing, asking for public grants,
private donations, asking publishers, bookshops or libraries for help, etc.
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● Arranging the books: Books should be visible and easily accessible, placed at the appropriate height for children to reach them
easily.

● Furniture:
● Bookshelves should be adaptable and easy to access for children to reach the books easily and explore them freely. Shelves 

should be of a suitable height and depth.
● Confortable and versatile furniture, with informal furnishings that help create a more relaxed atmosphere that invites 

readers to relax and read (with sofas, pouffes, floor cushions and shelves and boxes with books for babies and young 
children). Spacious tables.

● Other recommendations:
● Use soft colours that facilitate concentration.
● Decorate the space: Identification cards, dividers, etc.
● Transform the space on special occasions or for specific reading promotion activities.
● When the reading spaces are outside the family setting, set up a message board and a display cabinet.
● Keep the space open for sufficient periods of time. Opening hours should be suited to the needs of the potential users, 

agreed, shared and posted.
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 UNCONVENTIONAL
Any place is good for reading!

Here is a selection of unconventional reading spaces that can serve as a source of inspiration:

Círculos de lectura en lugares de trabaJo.
http://www.idealibro.com/circoli_di_lettura_nei_luoghi_di_lavoro/

Lectura en el cementerio de Bologna.
http://www.percorsodellamemoriarossoblu.it/Percorso_della_Memoria_Rossoblu/Lo_spettacolo.html

B&B con bibliotecas.
http://anticacasazucchini.it/la_piccola_biblioteca.html

Grupo de lectura ‘Bookies and Cookies’ en Bologna.
http://cronacheletterarie.com/2015/03/22/come-funziona-un-gruppo-di-lettura-bookies-and-cookies-a-bologna/

Laberinto en campo de maíz en Mezzago.
https://www.prolocomezzago.it/labirinto-di-mezzago-2017/

Iniciativas de maratones de lectura en distintos lugares en Milano.
http://www.comune.milano.it/wps/portal/ist/st/Patto_Milano/scopri_il_patto

Biblioteca Aberta de Pitões das Júnias.
http://theadventureofreading.weebly.com/biblioteca-aberta.html
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Club de lectura en un centro penitenciario.
http://www.canalextremadura.es/alacarta/tv/videos/la-lectura-en-la-carcel-230412

Proyectos de puntos de lectura de la Fundación Lectura.
http://fundalectura.org/wp/proyectos/proyectos-en-curso/espacios-de-lectura-no-convencionales/

Campamento de lectura.
http://fundaciongsr.org/campamento-de-lectura/

Proyecto “Quiroga Viva” de recuperación de la tradición oral en actividades de tiempo libre juveniles.
http://itacaenquiroga.weebly.com/

“Proxecto Dragal”.
http://www.lingua.gal/o-galego/promovelo/rede-de-dinamizacion-  linguistica/programas/contido_0116/proxecto-dragal-2016-2017
http://blog.xerais.gal/2015/dragal-work-camp-o-dragon-galego-adopta-forma-de-campo-de-traballo-reportaxe-de-carme-vidal/

Bookcrossing en un aeropuerto.
http://www.torinoggi.it/2017/0

Lectura en un local de Milano.
http://vivimilano.corriere.it/

Proyecto “Rodas de Leitura”.
http://grucultura.guarulhos.sp.gov.br/projeto/442/

Proyecto “Escola vai ao tear”.
http://institutotear.org.br/a-escola-vai-ao-tear/
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  WEBSITE OF INTEREST  
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GALICIA-SPAIN

Asesoría de Bibliotecas Escolares da Consellería de Educación da Xunta de Galicia.
https://www.edu.xunta.es/biblioteca/blog/

Xunta de Galicia.
https://www.cultura.gal/gl/libro-lectura

Asociación galega do libro infantil e xuvenil.
http://www.galix.org/

Página web personal de Pep Bruno.
http://www.pepbruno.com/index.php?lang=en

Ministerio de Cultura del Gobierno de España.
http://leer.es/

Fundación Germán Sánchez Ruipérez.
http://fundaciongsr.org/

Centro de Estudios de Promoción de la lectura y literatura infantil.
http://cepli.uclm.es/

Página web y blog de Ana Garralón.
http://www.anatarambana.com/
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ITALY

Associazione per la promozione della lettura per i più piccoli.
www.natiperleggere.it

Centro per il libro e la lettura promosso dal Ministero del Beni Culturali.
http://www.cepell.it/it/home/

Blog - gruppi di lettura.
https://gruppodilettura.wordpress.com/

Fiera del libro di Torino.
http://www.salonelibro.it/

Fiera del libro di Milano.
http://www.tempodilibri.it/it/

Fiera del libro per ragazzi di Bologna.
http://www.bookfair.bolognafiere.it/en/home/878.html

Fiera libro Rimini.
http://www.maredilibri.it/

Progetti segnalati da liber come buone pratiche per la promozione della lettura.
http://www.liberweb.it/

Sito web Brianza biblioteche ragazzi - gestito da equipe biblitecari.
http://www.bbragazzi.it/

Librerie dei ragazzi di Milano.
https://www.lalibreriadeiragazzi.it/

Museo delle culture di Milano.
http://bibliotecavivente.org
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PORTUGAL

http://livro.dglab.gov.pt/sites/DGLB/Portugues/promocaoLeitura/Paginas/PromoçãodaLeitura.aspx

http://www.planonacionaldeleitura.gov.pt/arquivo/escolas/projectos.php?idTipoProjecto=36

http://www.azores.gov.pt/Portal/pt/entidades/srec-drcultura/textoImagem/Ofinade_Projetos_-_Leitura.htm

http://bmp.cm-porto.pt/servicos_promocaodolivroedaleitura

https://www.viralagenda.com/pt/p/casadasartesporto

Clara Haddad.
https://www.clarahaddad.com/imprensa

Rui Ramos.
https://www.facebook.com/obaudo.contador

José Craveiro.
http://narracaooral.blogspot.pt/2010/05/jose-craveiro.html

Emílio Gomes.
http://www.agenteanorte.com/emlio-gomes

Carlos Marques.
http://bichodecontos.blogspot.pt

António Fontinha.
http://narracaooral.blogspot.pt/2010/05/antonio-fontinha.html
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